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About This Content

Purchase now and expand your racing experience!

This package contains:

Honda CBR1000RR Fireblade SP (2017)

Suzuki GSX-R 750 (1991)

Yamaha FZR 1000 Genesis (1994)

Kawasaki Ninja ZX-10R 30th Anniversary (2015)

Honda RC 213 V-S (2015)

1 Volume with 10 new events

What are you waiting for? Continue your adventure with RIDE 3.
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Title: RIDE 3 - Japan Pack
Genre: Racing, Simulation, Sports
Developer:
Milestone S.r.l.
Publisher:
Milestone S.r.l.
Release Date: 4 Apr, 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 64-Bit or later

Processor: Intel Core i5-2500, AMD FX-8100 or equivalent

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1050 with 2 GB VRAM or more / AMD Radeon HD 7950 with 2 GB VRAM or more

DirectX: Version 11

Sound Card: DirectX compatible

Additional Notes: *Laptop versions of graphics cards may work but are not officially supported.

English,French,Italian,German,Simplified Chinese
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Positive:
- I laughed really hard at the character models.
- They tried to make a game.

Negative:
It's not worth $10.
It's unplayable and really doesn't make much sense. This is a prototype. A college project left unfinished.

I wasted my time so you didn't have to!. Ghost Recon. good ol' tom clancy. like actually some of the oldest clancy games. the
campaign offers a great coop exp. and a for ever frustating complex SP bot experince. MP is classic. and for 2001 its pretty
good. except the rugged geometry, the sprite explosions. the rough models. and the lens flare sun. OK so this isnt BF3. but BF3
aint no GR. If you are a fan of tactical shooters then you have already played this and I dont need to remind you of how good it
is. Revisiting it is fun. and is still worth gathering a bunch of friends together for a no spawn elite run. dont forget the vent.

7.0\/10 (expansions included). Mafia 3 was my first game for the mafia franchise. Well i'll be damned, I didn't know a true
mafia game till i played this! The fighting, driving, weapons and characters are the best, especially Joe! If i didn't have Joe to
entertain me, this game would be completely different! I need Joe to give me advice on how to get the ladies... I'm pretty sure
this game was supposed to be about Joe secretly.. ignore the negative reviews saying they never got their items it was an issue
that was fixed by developers you can see their reply as comment on each negative review. Amazing design pack!. + Looks
decent
+ Cheap
+ Fun

O Grindy
O Multiplayer doesn't invite players to interact with each other.
O Raiding is near impossible due to swarms of bounty hunters combined with respawns.
O Can not steer the steering wheel

- Complicated Multiplayer setup \/ No Master server. Requires Port-Forwarding which not everyone is able to do
- Limited Multiplayer Character creation (Can only replace one of the ai players. Can't change my or my ships name, the ai will
already have spent all the starting ressources)
- Buggy:
 - Textures of buildings just disappear after a while
 - If you steer into a corner it's near impossible to steer out again
 - Escorts getting stuck everywhere (when you have two escorts they'll literally keep on sailing away from you for hours because
one wants to steer left, while the one to the left wants to steer to the right)
- Questionworthy game-balance
 - AI players are very weak and slow (I used a difficulty which would translate to something like "difficult")
 - The game either punishes you by random death or is no challenge at all
 (- my 9-star escort dies to two bounty hunters while being stuck at a reef)
- Little content: Due to the grindy nature of the game you might extend a match to a couple of hours, after which you'll already
have seen everything

Admittedly, if the devs had fixed the bugs (to which I found entries dating back a year) and given more care into the ai I would
have recommended this game.. This game is way more wholesome than it has any right to be. From what I've seen so far, the
characters are surprisingly relatable in their personalities and their struggles (wacky visual novel hijinx aside). Overall, playing
through the novel has more often than not left me with a warm, fuzzy feeling; at least whenever it's not leaving me rolling from
laughter/embarrassment. Its delightful blend of light-hearted comedy and fanservice with seemingly heartfelt commentary on
the nature of friendships, relationships, and the idea of finding oneself; create a lovely product that I would happily recommend
to anyone who enjoys visual novels, or anyone who is looking for a longer visual novel to ease themselves into the genre. I rate it
a solid 8.5/10.
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Fun game for people that like playing this kind of game in a more multiplayer setting instead of just soloing the single player
campaign.
I finished the solo campaign in about 30hours, and personally i liked it despite the missions being somewhat repetitive.
The game's not too hard when you know what to go for and who/what/when to do or choose whom, what and when in order to
finish all the missions without much difficulty etc (i only had to redo the final mission a second time).
All in all i had a nice time playing the game.
. Gotta love the graphics and the VHS-effects.
There's a bug with mouse crosshair, it disappears 70% of the time, makes gaming difficult.

Will play after the fix. Keep up the good work!. I've liked the Hexcells games in the past, but have been looking for a similar
game to scratch the same itch. After playing through this game, I can say it was a quite fun puzzle game.. I'm loving the game so
far having trouble understanding why the overall is "mixed". Seems like a good majority of the bad reviews have to do with
them lacking support for special controllers.. This game is amazing, you can sense Tim's designer brain through it, I love it, just
bought smash yesterday and I'm playing VIDEOBALL instead. The setting's realization is awesome.
Plays like one of those old-school brawler games. Superb. Nothing wrong here.
The developers care much about their game. They patch often. Add new stuff. Fix bugs.
Commendable Kickstarter Project.
Controllers are working.
Sound is awesome.
Everything is awesome.
Beans.

Glad they made this game.
Awesome ! BEANS!!!! AWESOME!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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